
Cambridge National Sports Studies – RO52 Developing Sports Skills

Key words:

Skill: An individual ability that requires training to improve and perfect.

Technique: A method used for a specific task, a way of performing a skill. 

Tactic: A short term plan to obtain a specific result, feeding into an overall strategy; a specific approach to a task.

Strategy: An overall plan, method or set of tactics to obtain a specific result; a broad approach to a task.

National Governing Body: An organisation that governs and administers a sport on a national basis, they define the way that 

the sport operates through affiliated clubs and societies.

Referee/umpire:  An official who watched a game or match closely to ensure that the rules are adhered to and (in some 

sports) to arbitrate on matters arising from play.

Types of skill:

Simple skill: transferable between a number of sports such as running

Complex skill: tend to be specific to a sport (non-transferable) such as a tennis serve

Open skill: adaptable depending on the environment such as a pass in football

Closed skill: performed in a stable environment such as a free throw in basketball

Types of practice:

Whole: the whole skill is performed at once (e.g. a triple jump)

Part: the skill is broken down into parts which are practised separately (e.g. just the 

‘hop’ phase in the triple jump)

Variable: the skill is practised in the range of different situations that could be 

experienced in a performance

Fixed: a specific skill or technique is repeatedly practised in the same way

How to measure improvement in skills, techniques and strategies developed:

• Completion of proficiency awards

• Keeping individual logs of performance 

• Keeping video diaries o peer observation 

• Monitoring competition results over time.

Being an effective umpire or referee: 

• Apply the rules and regulations of the game with 

consistency

• Be observant so you award decisions accurately

• Use signals effectively (whistle/flags/gestures)

• Use clear communication skills

• Position yourself well throughout the game to get the 

best decisions and not obstruct activity

Performance criteria for individual and team sports:

1. Demonstrates advanced application of skills and techniques as an individual or 

a team performer in a sporting activity.

2. Creativity, use of tactics/strategies/compositional ideas and decision-making 

shows accuracy and fluency on most occasions.

3. Awareness of role within/contribution to the team is well developed.



R052: Suggested reading:

● Cambridge National Level 1/2 Sport Studies Student Textbook (2019)

Open and closed skills:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zsj87hv/revision/2

Simple and complex skills:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zsj87hv/revision/4

https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/subjects/sport-pe/products/general/cambridge-national-level-1-2-sport-studies-student
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zsj87hv/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zsj87hv/revision/4

